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k considerable nmaber of activities require closed loop Control of all six degrees of freedom of body

imticr. Accuracy and/b_dwidth a_e key issues in applications ranging from mirror positioning to robot control,

from vehicula_ ._ock/lng to autonomous construction, and mainte;lance slmtezs. One limitation has been the abacas
of a robust sensor capable of such amssureaent in a real time environment.

An advanced method of tracking three-dimeflsicnal motico of bodies has lien developed. This system has the

potential to dynmatcally characterize machine and other structural motion, even in the presence of structural

flexibility, thus facilitating clcead loop structural motion oontrol. The system's operation is based on the

concept that the intersection of three planes defines a point.. Three rotating planes of laser Light, fixed and

moving photovoltalc diode targets, and a pipe-lined architecture of analog and digital electronics ate teed to

locate lul_tple targets whose n_ber is only limited by available computer memory. Data collection rates are a

function of the laser scan rotatic_ speed and are currently selectable up to 480 hr. The tested performance on a

prelimina_y p_otctypo designed for O.1 in accuracy (for tracking hman motion) at a 480 hz data _ate includes a

worst case resolution of 0.8 mm (0.03 inches), a repeatability of +0._635 mm.{_O.025 inches), and an absolute

accuracy of +-2.0 mm (+0.08 inches)_withiffan eight cubic meter volum_ with all_esults applicable at the 95%

level of confidence a_ong each ooordinste region. _

The full six degrees of freedom of a body can he oomputad by attaching three or mo_e target detectors to the

body of interest. Structural motions can be tracked by attaching targets to the specific _olnts of interest.

accuracy in reducing XYZ target positlon data tO body angular orlentatic_ for this first p_ototype ranges

from +0.5 to +L0 degrees. Moving tacgets can be tracked at speedS exceeding I m/s with signal integrity tested

but not limited to 25 Hz motions.

2. _I_

Sensors that track body motion a_e critical to the implementation of clc_ed loop position control systems in

addition to facilitating the analysis of system dynamics. Many potential applications exist, from the analysis

of h,.-an motion to the control of robot motion. Positioning accuracy and fast response of robot end-effector

motion are important for many applications. While industrial robots have acceptable _epeatability, their

aliolute positioning accuracy is relatively poor. This is for the most part due to tlii_ control architecture

which involves cloeed loop position control at the joint level rather than at the end-effector level. There has

lien a need to accurately track the full 6 degrees of freedom of end-effector motion in order to facilitate what

is known as end-point control (_. To enhance robot performance, a numbe_ of instrumentation systems have been

developed for measuring 3Dbody motion in particular for the study of human movement. These include systems

based on photogrammetry, electrogonicmetry, sonic triangulation, accelerumetry, and electro-optlcal phenomena.

During the last decade, particular, attention has been focused on electro-optical technigues. Within this group

are several systems currently used in human motion laboratories: VICOM, SELSPLOT, CODA-3, and the United

Technologies systems. Each system g_otes comperable performance characteristics sufflciant for the purpose of

collecting human motion data, but each has inherent limitations in the maximum numbe_ of targets, in data

processing time, in accuracy, or in bandwidth, which thus limit their utility to other applications. Other

systems (2,7] have been developed for performance measurement of robot function but these are typically not

compatible with closed loop control ori_ted sensing. TT_se that are (_ have other constraints.

The systee described here, the Minnesota Scanner (or MnScan), has been under development for several years

in an attempt to provide a cost effective, high performance alternative. Our present prototype, which was

developed for tracking human motion with a goal of achieving 0.1 inch accuracy per axis for all three dimensions,

has undergone extensive testing and calibration. Figure i shows the physical lay out o£ the laser scanning

system in our Motion Analysis laboratory. This paper reports on our most recent results which demonstrate this

system's potential for serving as a robot end point sensing system.
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Figure i: Physlca! Layout of the Laboratory

3. SYS_ (_meI G0_%TIQI

_he system is based on the concept that t_ee planes of li_It, with differing normal vectors, intersect at a

point in thzee-dlmensional space. The basic premise of the method is that three intersecting planes define a

point provided thet none of the directional u)sines of the three planes are the same. _1_us, If the equatlo_s of

three plan_s are kn<_n, the intersection point's coordinates can be found.

The planes are generated by passing light fr_ a i_ power laser through a cylindrical lens arrangement and

are swept through the measu_(ment field at a constant velocity b_ reflecting the plane off of a mirr(x rotating

at a constant angular velocity. The mIErOr is an octagonal prism attached to a 60 Hz rel_tance sTnchronoua

motor. This allows for a high data collection frequency, 480 Hz, and precludes the need for phased lock loops

and connections between the motors. As the plane moves through the wo[_ cell, it passes over photodetectors

sensitive to the lasar's wavelength. The signal from each detector is filtered to remove background light,

amplified, and then f_ther onnditioned to provide a TTL pulse each time a plane passem over it. In o_ p_esent

configuration only one Laser is in the volume at any one time. This is done by phasing the th[ee mirror scan

motors appropriately. This phasing, its effects, and other design issues, are discussed in more detail in

MacFarlane, 1983 (5) and MacFazlane and Donath, 1985 (_.

In order to tell the lasers apart, three fixed initlal refexences ale located at one corner (lover right

front} of the field so that each of these detectors views only one laser. The pulses generated by these three

detectors form the basis for the data collection scheme. Ewery time an initial reference signal changes to

positive, a counter is reset. These signals provide the data board with the current laser status so data can be

routed correctly. In addition to the initlal references, there are also three fixed flnal references which

define the opposite end of the target volume and a number of target detectors, which are free to move _thin the
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volume. The final reference detectors are not necessary but provide ameans for compensating for any

deviations in the angular velocity of the mirrors, if necessary. Although closed loop speed control of the

motors is IX_Selble. it was deemed unnecessary, given the pc,sent confi_ratlo, and the desired specifications.

To locate a point in three dimensions, the following pieces of data are requiredl the equation of the plane
when it p-seas the initial reference, which is ass,,,ed to be known, and the angle of rotation from the initial

reference to the target for each of the three planes. The angle information is generated by sending the TTL

conditioned slgnal from each detector to a data oollectlon board. This board contains fouz maJo_ secti_=

1. k 16 bit counter driven by an eight MHZ quartz crystal.

2. A signal A-coding section.

3. A bank of registers: 3-16 bit registers for each target detector and final reference detector.

4. A section to decode the register address for output.

and fo_ register buses!

I. Memo_ y input.

2. J_table to read.

3. Enable to write.

4. Mtmcry outt:ut to pe_allel pert.

Each time a detector "sees" a plane, the current counter value is placed in the appropriate register as

determined by the signal decoding section. This is done continuously, transparent to the host processor every

time 8 plane peases through the target volume. _e value in the register represents the data board time for the

plane to rotate from reference to target, and can be converted to an angle since the angular velocity is

cohl rant.

Target Photodetectors were selected to have high sensitivity in order to minimi_ needed Laser pewer, and

had a 120 degree wide angle field in order to he visible to all lasers as they moved in the field. The active

area of the sensor was 20 ram2.

As stated, each target detector defines a point in space. To define the orientation of a body, three points

are require(]. A fourth point provides redundancy in the event that one detector is momentarily blocked from the

vlew of the light planes, and also allows a least squares estimate to he fitted based on 4 sets of three points.

The greater the separation distance between targets, the greater the accuracy in determining the body

orientation. However, in order for the target mounts net to get unwieldy, the separation distance was

constrained.

5o S3m_M _InmmATI(]l EFfECtS (]8 GOI_TIGE

After the timing data has been obtained it must be converted to three-dimenslonal position Information

(points) in order to be useful. To locate each point the information required is the location of the axis of

rotation of the plane, the location of the initial reference, and the angle of rotation from the initial

reference _o the target for each plane. With this information, each plane can be represented at the target, and

tk_ intersection of these planes define the target's (x,y,z) location. The exact equations can be found is

_orer-aen, 1986 {12).

In order to compete a target's location, the locations of the reference targets and the optical axes of

rotation must be known. The axes of rotation are positioned 8o that they are parallel or orthogonal to eac_

other and to the global coordinate system (GCS), with two axes being vertical and the third, horizontal is

orientation. This is done to simplify the position calculations. The simplification is necessary in order to

decreale the computational time required of data reduction. _chtold (1) aho_ed that if the axes of rotatlca

were arbitrarily located, the solution process would be an open form iteration. To obtain a solutiun, all three

angles are entered into the solution matrix along with an initial approximation for the solution. A Newton

iteration method is then used to converge to the final solution. However, by orienting two of the light planes

along a vertical orientation, their intersectico yields a vertical line. This line defines the coordinates of

the point in the horizontal plane. To define the third coordinate, the third plane is used to intersect the

_rtical line. The solution process in this case is cloned fo_m in nature and very short; only two equations.

Th_ derived solution in this case is thus reduced to two two-dimensional calculations per three-dimensional

point. The time saved is i_enee and makes the process feasible fo_ real-tlme situations.

As indicated earlier, the location of each axis of rotation must he determined in order to effecti_ly use

the system. Other parameters that must be identified are the location of the initial and final reference

photodetectors for each laser. To locate the positions of the six fixed reference diode targets and a local

coordinate frame for each moving axis of ro_tion, a ZEISS precision measurement system was use_. This
meastEement device consists of two theodolites interfaced to a computer. Once the t:_odolites are calibrated to

p_ovide their locations with respect to a global coordinate frame in the r_, points can be located with respec_

to the defined frame with accuracy and repeatability batter than 0.0_3 in_efl.

To do the system calibration, four or more points of known location are needed to calibrate the theodolites.

T_ae points were located on an optical bench (2m x 2m) which straddled the target volume during the callbrati_

p_ocess (see Figure _. This removable test bench was used to define the global coordinate system and to set up

the ZEISS callbcation peints which were located with a six-foot vernier caliper. After the reference detectors
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Figure 3bz Blowup of Regl_ Adjacent to Moving Mirror

are affixed to the meesurement field boundaries and the axes of rotation oriented, the three mechanical axes of

rotation and the six ref&ence detector loceticrul may be scamped. With all system i_,rmeters defined, the data

generated by the system c_m be reduced tO thzee-diJuensional polnts.

7. IIIDVDIG _ OF RO_TICII

Altbough the use of the octagonal mirror gives the systea a high bandwidth, it introduces a complication.

Since tha reflective surface is a finite distance from the mechanical axis of rotation, the optical and

mechanical axes are not ¢oaligned, and as a result, the optical axis is not fixed in space, but moves as the

mirror rotates (see Figure 3). This motion is not negligible and cannot be ignored since the axis can move as

much as 0.25 inches in each direction perpendicular to the axis of rotation. Fortunately, this motion is a

function of realizable parameters and can be fitted to an equation. The determining factors are the geometry of

the mirror and the line defined by the incident laser beam. Adetailed model was derived fro= differential

geometry and implemented in software (1__.

8. S_T _C PEgrOIN_OI ']_dTDIIG

To determine if the data generated by the system is accurate, a detailed calibration was performed. The

process involved moving a verticell_ortented, linear array of eight target_ through the ta_cjet volu0e.

The optical bench was used as a means for mounting and providing regular movement of the target

configuration. A movable horizontal tall was placed parallel to the x axis to yield changes in y. Displacement

of s vertlcai call with the attached target configuration yielded changes in x. With the ei_t targets at

varying heights, it was not necessary to change the z component. The targets were moved along six inch intervals

in the x and ydlrectlons by the appropriate adjustment Of the horizontal and vertlcat rails. This protocol

yielded data on 615 discrete points within the target volune| eleven locations in the x direction, seven in the

y, and eight in the z. At ea:h location, data was recorded using both systems_ the theodolite based method and

the Laser Scanning approach° Each target was sampled (measured} 200 times by the Laser Scanning system to

pcovide data foc statistical analysis.

9. mm OLTS

Accurac_y: In testing the system a phase lag error was discovered. B_ modeling the error, based on a

smaller su_et (200 out of 616) of the total meesurement, the phase lag was eliminated. The spatial locatiorm of

the detectors foc the ZEISS and the MnScan system are shown in Figure 4 foe 3 slices through the field. It can

be seen that on the scale of these plots, the data from the two systems effectively superimpose. However,

further analysis shows that there was a root mean squared error of 0.04 inches that remained and that a 95

percent confidence interval includes an error of ÷0.08 inches along each axis. These results were obtained at

480 Hz data acquisition rates. (Two data points are missing from Figure 4 because their associated data file was

irretrievably lost by an inadvertent deletion. These _ere thus not included in any error or calibration

analyses .)

lO. B_OLDTIGII

2_e spatial resol,_tion is dependent on the positiun within the target volume. The input patterers to the

solution matrix, the three rotation angles, have an angular resolution| thus, the distance from the target to

each laser affects the tangential resolution of each laser.

Each angle has a resolutl_ determined by the angular velocity of the mirror and the clock speed on the data

collection board° The angular resolution is the amount of rotation per clock count. For the present

configuration, with an eight faoeted mirror rotating at 60 Hz and an eight MHz clock, the resolution is:
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At a distance of 30 feet (the noxious tstget distance f_ any 1,,,ter) the angular resolution oDrresl:or, d8 to a

tangential resolution of 0,034 inches. This result is misleading because it is not the spatial resolution. By
using the tangential resolution and the system°8 geometry, the actusl spatial resolution at s point can be

determined. This resolution has ccepan•nts along each of the three differ•st axes which varies frce half to
t_o-thirds of the ten,ntis1 resolution of 0,034 inches ac_ces the ne|.l_elont field.

11. SIqBL TO _ JlkTZOt RRIR _ mtlISITY

Noise in the 81_m81 comes from a variety of sources including electronic, spriest and environmental

effects. Zf on• were to examine the tL_ng data fcce 8 stationary detector for one laser, the expected result,

assuming no noise, would be a constant nosher. _Te actual result varies fr--- five to ten counts depending on the

angular location within the field! the cluset to the initial reference the smaller the variattco. To determine

the impact of this noise, data van collected at 480 Hz to allow processing by n 10-bit F_ (Fast Fourier

Tran•fom) for signal dace, position. The resulting frequency magnitudes displayed a single •pike at zero hertz

and no aLgnaL slashers. To oheerve the low Level i_lse the zero hertz value was tenet to zero end the

m•gnitud•a were reptotted (see Figure 5). NOV, peaks appear at 60 and 120 Hz with the 120 Hz peak having a

magnitude 0,03 perosnt of the nero hertz magnitude. TnLs result Is the same trurou_out the field for ea_ plane

of light, independent of detector and signal processing channel. We have identified the source of the 60 Hn

noise and •re wotkinq todatds _LlmLnating it.
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12. S4_TTBIt PLOTS AND NOI_K FIL_J[IlqG

Freq•zac7 (Hz)

Figure 5: PSD of • Train 9 Siqnal

TO examine the noise effect• on accur•cy end resolution, • set of data (300 samples at 480 Hz) for n

6tatlonary target was collected and reduced to (x,y,z) coordinates. This data is represented in two planar

projections, an {xy) plane view and a (yz) plane view. The (xz) plane is not used because z and z are
independent and the plot of this plane _uld _ust show up as a cloud of points. An important fact to remember is

that the active area of the detector is 20 ..2 or 0,176 inches in the x and z dlrecti_. The results indicate

that all calculated points fall within the active area.

The planar projections (Figure 6) show the effect of the Sis 10 counts of noise at s particular spatial

location within our field. In both p_ojections patterns are visible. For the (xy) plane, clusters Located at the

internection_ of • di_m(md shaped grid are evident. Tats happens because the rotating light planes ft_m leset_

one and two pass the detecto_ at discrete values associated with the clock resolution. The diagonal line_ of the

_td reixesent the ocientattco of the light plane at each discrete value. The small clusters in the _(Y) smiter

plot are due to a variety of effects that ire beyond the scope of this paper. Suffice it to say that they are

not a function of n_:or speed or mc_:or phasing and are thus not eesy to remove at their source. NevertheLess,

despite this noise, the resulting error over the test region falls within + 0.08 inches at the 95t Level of

o0nfldence, well within the design specs fo_ thls pcctOt_T_.
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Figure 6b: Scatter Plots of the Signal Noise Effects in the (YI} plane

Although these LXOJectione •how tbe l_ticra of each digitised point, no infocnation on r•lati_e deneLty iJ

obvious because multiple points at• IUpor_lE|x:tledo Thi| L• important because in the (xy) pcc_ection of Figme 6

Only 20 percent of the data point• Jr• visible. To determine the distributional the computed _o•itlon, atw

dines•Lanai histogr_ of the (xy) •caSter plot was ends. The 8r•a va• divided into equal regions such th•!

groupings tmre ixaseved, •nd the number of point• in each cell was totaled. _hi• data was then plotted in m,4t, a

to produc• the ht•togram in Figure 7. This graph shows that the points indeed dt•tribute then•sire• aloe,

qu•ntimd laser planes.

To examine low peas effect• on the accur•cy and repeatability, the tining dnta can be pe••ed through ,

digit•l filter. The filter used was a tenth ord•r Butt•rvorth lcepe•• vith ti_• revers•l to p¢aserve phase.

lXevtnt •tact up oscillations, the fi_t half of the •ignal i• folded and inverted •bout the beqinninq of

• Ignal and likewi•e for the second half of the •ignal. This allows smooth transition signal• and any start ui

di•tucbencas should die o_ in the ertifict•l portion of the signal. To t_ovida design variability, the -MI

cut-off level can he 8pecifi•d to achieve the desired perfomance. To eliminate the 120 Hz peak, a 100 Hs -MI

cut-off filter con be used. Each of 27 •_s of satisfied timing date v _, po••ed throu(_ • filt_ and then rends+

off to t_elerve the discrete nature of the data for this example. At this point the filtered ti_tng data can h

reduced to _ordlnate8 and plc_ted. These results (Figure i have the sane patterns as bef_ce but now the nolo

hi bean 8ttanuated, as expected. Although the noise has dilinished, the signal to noise ratio can be imLXOV_

even further if _ired. _ result of using a filter with • -3rib cut-off level of 40 ILl i8 shown in Figure 5

The hiltogtI indicates that the filter reduces the group of points to within a ranqe of C_04 inches in the • m

ydireoticm• or In error of +0.02. The •ann process yields i range of 0.06 inches Lethe zdirection (errOr o

+0. o_1.
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13. _C _mYIBG

Two addltlc_el tests wtco Impl--'mtod to test the •yst-s'a parformmce. 7_ fltst test ooMi&rod • sln_le

i_ndul,m supporting the eight targets one 1.75 meter bar. The resulting low frequency notion oovered an entire

planar section of the target vol,-,e in an olcillatory pattern. Data we• collected at frequencies from 60 to 480

Hs and showed, as expected, that there were no local discontinuities o_ global warping within the target volume.

The eight target• were placed •t relatively regular intervals along the bar with the farthest being •bout 72

inches from the pivot point. The target• were in a line•r configur•tion to achieve the effect of concentric

circles. The adv•ntage of thl8 conflquratlon is that the angular po•Itlon, with rlslpect to the center qor the

axis) of rotation, Is the same for each detector. This fact was used in two separate analyses of the pendul 'm

data.

The first test was • simple plot of the points reduced from the timing data (no filtering). Since the

motion was in the (xz) plane, only t_o axes were used for the plots. In the two cases displayed (Figure 10), the

sampling frequencies were 120 and 480 Ha. Other sampling rates were observed but, since the results were

similar, only these two are shown. On these displacement records, the concentric sr(_s are clearly evident. At

thl8 point, inspection of these graphs tends to support that there ere no Irrequlacitles in the target volume.

Furthermore, the arcs traced out in the 480 HS case are sharply defined and very smooth, which indicates that the

signal noise 18 indeed small in the global she. In the 120 Hs case, the arcs are still very smooth, but not as

sharply defined. This is partly due to the longer sampling period and, thus, multiple swings of the pendulum.

The small effects of signal noise and the dynamics of the Pendulum and its mount are more than enough to cause

this blurring. The dark spots are the places where the pendulum changes direction; the deceleration and then

acceleration puts the pandultm in one place for • longer time, thus causing the sampling density to be higher in

these locations. Since there is friction in the pin Joint, there will be damping of the motion; this i_

reflected by the decreasing amplitude of each swing.

A second method of analyzlnq the pendulum data was to plot the computed angular position of each detector

with respect to time. Thl• method produced excellent results and is described in Sorensen, 1986 (I__.

The second teat was to determine performance under small displacement and hlgh frequency conditions. A

single target was attached to the end of an aluminum rod, whose other erdwas mounted on the shaft of a closed

loop position controlled DC servomotor. _ pcoportlonal controlle_ applied an oscillatory signal to the target

tipped rod at specified frequencies. Incorporated in the feedback loop was a high resolution encoder, which

[xovidsd an accurate an_lar displacement messurament independent of tbe MnScan generated data.

A more detailed description and analysis of this test in which the target was driven at frequencies from 0,5

to 25 hz, and both the target _hotodetector and the snootier were monitored, is alsO _)ntalr_ed in So¢_nsen, (1986)

(l__.

Although further work is necessary, the implication thus far is that this system can record higher frequency

dynamic deflections which can be used for the dynamic analysis of manipulators or ultimately for closed loop end-

;olnt control.

14. NKI2kTIN_ (IXXNS_TI TM BE'JNI_N I_BOY L;JOIS

One of the motivations in developing this system is to measure the 3-O rotational and translational

displacements o_ one body with respect to another. This information is significant to a number of areas, e_j.,

tracking the 3-o motion of human Joints. It also has been shown that dominant ooupllance in robots say come from

the joints rather than from structural deflection in the links. Thus, the system was used to determine the 3-

dimensional Joint angles associated with relatiwe motion of two bodies about a moving axis of rotation. _nsae can

be obtained based on the premise that three or more points define the position and orientation of a "rigid" robot

link. 4_

_re are many ways of reducing sets of positico data to orientation Infocaati_, one of whld_ i8 the S(]iUT

algorithm (4._,i___0iI). This is a position averaging technique which provides the relative change in position

between two bodies. _ method used in our system Is quite similar, but instead of using position averaging, it

averages the orientation to _educe error and to determine changes in orientation. The results from the two

me,=hods agree within one degree in most of the cases tested.

To check the accuracy in determining these angles, a single degree-of-freedom Jig was designed with each of

the two links holding a cluster of four targets fixed with respect to each other, B_ displacing the Jig

throughout the ._easurement volume with the hinged Joint angle fixed, the c_mputed orientation angle based on the

measured target locatiorm can be coal=areal to the actual angles. _lls was done f(x a range of angles fo_ each of

the three planes. The results of this test placed the error of the mea_uresent at + (kS to 1.0 degree at the 95t

confidence level. _ result re[xesented the accuracy in lxedicting the r;,latlv_ ori_tatlon angle t.h_oughout

the entire target volume for each of the three planes. Increasing the accuracy in the determination of the XYZ

'Locations of targets, changing the relative locations of the targets in the cluster, and moving the target

cluster further fros the axis of rotation would improve this result significantly.

Calculation of the =instantaneous" axis of rotation of the Joint in question is possible. _lis measurement

can he performed on the system using the reduction algorithms (i_., SC_U_, but is not entirely stable due to

the nature c_ the computation. This is especially a problem with robot links oriented 180 ° relative to each

other. £ new and different method of calculating the orientation between two arms has been developed based on

duality theoress and spatial kinematics (8_. _lis method bypasses the instability conditions in other algorithms

and thus provides a more accurate result for the rotation anglc, s and the axis of rotation.
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15. CONCLUSI_I

systm described pcovides a fast and accurate method to record human Ice.motion and end-effector motion

parmeters. The tests reported here were conducted on the initial p_ototype pending the imminent complete.on of a

newer 8yst_. _ earlieE prototype is only capable of tracking eight targets! thus data is available only fo£

one Joint. The system displays _ dynamic bandwldth _nd acceptable pe[fomanos. Data collected foe L?5 seconds

at 240 Hz for 2 limb segments in a human motion study (4 target per limb) can be reduced to 3-0 relative

orientation or Joint angles on our existing prototype in approximately 20 seconds on an Intel 8086 based system

using code generated by a Fortran compiler (with no attempt at optimizing the code). This implies that a

cosputation for a set of instantaneous orientation angles takes approximately 50 mse¢. A very pcelimlnazy test

with an array processo_ has shown that this figMre can be CUt at least in half.

The accuracy of this system has s_:p_ssed the goal specification for human motion tracking for which it was

originally designed! our 9oaL had been to design a system with 0.I inch accuracy. The system is not yst

sufficiently accurate fo¢ use as an end-point sensor in the control of existing robot manipulators. We,6hc weve_,

dP feel that ths syst_ can already be used for facilitating q_Ite a number of e_rlments in this field.
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Altho_J_ the syst-- re_lras line of sight foc operation, the number of light so=ross and detector ta_ts

can be increased to ensure line of sight in most instances. Furthemore, when obetzuctions to the line of sight

are unavoidable, full reoovety is achieved as sOon as the obstructions a_e resoved.

The resolu_on of the MnScan system is only a function of the system clock and laser scan speed. The system

accurscy at present reflects certain additional t_henomena which are being isolated and investigated.

Significsntly better perfomance is planned for o_r next pcototyi_.
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